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A ~r-space is a planar space all of whose planes are isomorphic toa given linear space It. The 
only kno~m~ nontrivial finite W-spaces in which all lines have the same size are the finite 
projectiv~ and ~-fline spaces, the Hall spaces on :3" points and the Steh'aer systems S(3, Icr[, v). 
Only one family of finite w-spaces with lines of different s/zes is known at present: hese spaces 
consist of 2k points lying on two disjoint lines of k points and their planes are degenerate 
proiec~b" planes. Rather estrictive r lations On the parameters of such spaces are given, which 
are particutarly strong if there are more than two lhae s/zes. We prove that he number of points 
of any finite nontrivial ~r-space having~at least wo line sizes is uniquely determined bysome of 
the pa~t~n, eters of ~r. A table of lmssible parameters of planes having only two line sizes and 
containing atmost 40 points is also provided. The smallest value of Icrl is 7 and corresponds to 
two pla~e.z; one of them is ruled out, the problem is open for the other one. 
1. Introd~:~etlo~ 
A linear' s~'~tce is a set of elements called points together with a family of subsets 
called lines: ,,;uch that eVery pair of points is in exactly one line, each line 
containing ~t ~east two points. A subspace of a linear space L is a subset L '  such 
that any lh~e ~,f L having at least two points in L'  is contained in L'. 
A planar space is a linear space provided with a family of distinguished 
subspaces c~lled planes, such that every triple of non collinear points is in exactly 
one pla~e, each plane containing at least three noncollinear points. Note that the 
planar spathes are essentially the models of Hilbert's incidence axioms without his 
dimension a~iom I7. 
Buekenhout and Deherder [3] have introduced the notion of or-space, which is 
a generalization of well-known classical spaces uch as the projective, affine and 
Lobachevs[:i spaces: a or-space is a planar space all of whose planes are 
isomorphic to a given linear space or. w-spaces are always assumed to contain at 
least three noncollinear points and are said to be trivial if tb~ey have only one 
plane. In this paper, we shaft consider only finite nontrivial or-spaces, i,e, 
nontrivial or-spaces consisting of a finite nmnber of points. 
If ~r is a Desarguesian projective plane of order q, the only nontrivial or-spaces 
are the projective spaces of order q and dimension d ~> 3. This is an immediate 
consequence of the classical Veblen and Young axiomatics of projective spaces. 
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If ~r is a Desarguesian afline plane of order q, the atiine spaces of order q and 
dimension d >I 3 are examples of nontrivial ~r-spaces. If q ~4,  they are the only 
olles: indeed, Buel~:enhout [2] proved that every nontrivial planar space all of 
whose planes arc affine planes ,of order t>4 is an afline space. However, if ¢r is the 
affine plane of order 3, Hall [5] has constructed, for every n >/4, a w-space having 
3" points which is not an affine space. 
Note that if ,rr is a non-Desarguesian projective or aRine plane, there is no 
nontrivial 7r-space, since every projective or affine space having more than one 
plane is Desarguesian. 
If all lines of w have two points, the corresponding finite w-spaces are the 
Steiner systems S(3, I~rl, v), the places of the space being the blocks of the system. 
In the above examples, all lines have the same size; no other example with this 
property is known in the finite case. Moreover, the only known examples of finite 
nontrivial or-spaces having at least two lines of 6itt'~,rent sizes are the spaces 
consisting of 2k points lying on two disjoint lines of k points, all other lines 
having two points (the planes are degenerate projective planes of k + 1 points). It 
i,,~ tempting to conjecture that there are no other examples. We shall see that there 
are several rather restrictive conditions on the parameters of such spaces and we 
shall prove that, for a given linear space ~r having at least two line sizes, the 
~umber of points of any finite nontrivial w-space is uniquely determined by some 
of the parameters of rr. We also find a few families of l inear spaces ~r for which 
there is no finite nontrivial ~r-space. We show that there is no finite nontrivial 
w-space in which 7r has more than two line sizes and less than 18 points, and we 
give a table of possible parameters of or-spaces in which ¢: has exactly two line 
sizes and at most 40 points. To the smallest value of Iwl correspond two 
r~onisomorphic l near spaces, ~r~ and 7]" 2 (Fig. 1). There is no "rr2-space. If there is a 
Try-space, it is necessarily rigid (i.e. it has no other ~.utomorphism than the 
identity) a~d it i~:, also rather resular with respect to its lines of size 2, but the 
existence of such a space is still an open problem, 
2. The parametea~ o! a ~T-space $ 
Wc shall use the following ~:otations: 
v'= ~.umber of points of .,r, 
v = number of points of S, 
K = set of sizes of lines in ~r, 
b~ = number of lines of size k in ~r (k c K), 
bk = number of lines of size k in S (k e K), 
l,' = number of planes in S, 
p~ = r~umber of planes containing a point x e S. 
The lines of size k will usually be denoted by Bk, B~ . . . .  
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Fig. t. The lines of size 2 are not represented. 
The following theorem has been proved independently by Brouwer [1] for a 
wider class of spaces, namely the colored planar spaces. 
"l'heo',~m 1. If x is a point of a ~r-space S, then 
(i'j the number of planes containing x does not depend on x and p~ -=. ov'lv, and 
(ii) the number of lines of size k (k ~ K)  containing x does not depend on x and is 
equal to r~ = pb[,k (v ' -  k) lv(v - k). 
l~n~.  I_~t rk.x be the number of lines of size k containing x. Counting in two 
different ways the number of pairs (or, Bk) with x ~ ¢r and BE c ~r, we get 
v -k  
Indeed t~,:~' first term of the right hand side counts the number of lines Bk not 
conta~nir~g x (and so generating a plane with x) and the second term counts the 
number v,' pairs (~r, Bk) with x ~ Bk c ~r. We deduce that 
t'~b[, = bk + rk.~(v - v ' ) / (v ' -  k). (2.1) 
Countir,~g in two different ways the number of pairs (~r, Bk) where Bk c ~r, we get 
bk(v - -k ) / (v ' -  k) = pb~, that is bk = pb~(v' -  k)l(v - k). Substituting this in (2.i), we 
have 
p~b~,(v' - k) pb~(t,' - k) 2 (2~2) 
rk.~ = v -  v' (v -  k ) (v -  v')" 
Counting the number of pairs (y, By where y ¢: x and B is the line (x, y), we get 
v - ] = Y.k~r< rk.~(k - I). Thanks to (2.2), 
v - I=  p~ E (k - . I )b [ , (v ' -k ) - -~-~ E (k - I )  b[~(v'-k)-2- 
l) - -  ~)~ kEK - -  ~ .~:  v - k 
Since ~,k~r(k -1 )b~(v ' -k )>O,  we conclude that p~ does no': depend on x. 
Therefore, counting the .number of pairs (x, ~r) where x ~ w, we get p~ = pv'/v. 
Since p~ does not depend on x and since v -  v '>0,  (2.1) implies that rk.~ does not 
depend on x. Therefore we may write rk instead of rk.~. Replacing p~ by l~' /v  m 
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(2.1), we get 
rk = pb~k(v ' -  k ) /v(o  - k). 
The same formula can be obtained by counting in two different ways the number 
of 4-tuples (x, Bk, Y, ~r) where x e Bk c: 1r and y ~ qz - Bk. 
Theorem 2 (Brouwer, [I~. Let S be a It-space, x e S, k ~ K and let P~.i denote I'i~e 
number of  planes of  S in w.~ich x is on exactly j lines of  size k. Then 
Z p.., -- - -  Z ip , - , i v ' i v • 2 p'~i= " 
Proof. These relations are obtained by counting respectively the planes contain- 
ing x. the pairs (Bk, 7r) where x ~ Bk c or: 
~, JPx.~ = rk (v - k )/(v' - k) = pb~k/v, 
J 
and the triples (B~, B/,, or) where x e Bk c ~r, x ~ B/, c:_ ¢r and Bk :~ B/,, 
Let u I denete the number of points of ~r which are on exactly j lines of size k 
contained in It. Obviously uj = 0 implies Px.i = 0 for all points x. Let ] be the set of 
j e~ with ui¢~0. 
Theorem 3 (Brouwer, [1]). The system of  l inear equations 
- ~  ~( J )  - ( ' )  (*)  E X' - P-( E JX ' -  ' 2 X, -  -v '  ~ v 2 
is satisfied by X i = uip/v (j (- J). 
I f  IJl~<3, then X~ (j ~ J) is the unique solution of  (*), and so p,~ = thp/v does not 
depend on the point x. 
Pt'oof. It is easily checked that 
ply ~ u i = [no'Iv and ply ~ ju i = pb~klv. 
t i 
The third equality 
j _ r~ 
is obtained by counting the 4-tuples (zt, x, Bk, B~) where x~.Bkf~B'k  and 
Bk UB~c or. 
Suppose J _c~jl, ]'2,/.3}, where j~, J2,/.3 ale distinct naturals. Theorem 2 shows 
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that p~.j,, p~.~, p~,j, satisfy the linear system (*) whose determinant is 
]1 1 1 
Jl J2 J3 1¸ I¸ 11¸  ¸ I
i ~ J~ Jl 
Therefore, the system (*) has a unique s,01ution, which is necessarily utp/v. 
Theorem 4. For every *r-space holds 
u' o' k , ~ --U' 
Pl~Jl. Time left side counts the number of sets of 4 distinct points, which is equal 
to the 3t~m of the number p(]') of sets of 4 c~)planar points and of the number n of 
sets of 4 non coplanar points. Counting in two different ways the number of pairs 
({x~, x2, x~, x4}, *r) where three of the noncoplanar points x~ belong to the plane *r, 
we t~t 
whet'e tl~e third factor of the right hand side counts the number of ,Jets of three 
non,coliinear points in a plane. 
The a~ove relations could already be used to show that some linear spaces ,r 
cannot be planes of a *r-space, but a much stronger result can be proved. In most 
of flze i~ac~wn examples of *r-spaces (with only one line size), there are, for a given 
m infin,~eiy many ,r-spaces. If ~r is a Desarguesian projective (resp. attine) plane 
of order ~?, the projective (resp. alfine) spaces yield an infinity of value5 of v for 
'whieq~ t~ere is a w-space of v points. If all the lines of *r have two points, the 
*r-space;; are the Steiner systems S(3, v', v) and it is known that ~or certain values 
of v:, there is an infinity of values of :~ for which such systems exist: for example, 
besides the trivial case u '= 3, this is -'_~e for every v '= p '+ 1 where p is an odd 
prime, becausse the n-dimensional inversive spaces of order p" are Steiner systems 
S(3, p" + 1, p"~ + 1). 
However if *r has at least two line sizes, the number v of l:~in'l!s of a ,r-space 
can be proved to be uniquely determined by *r (and even by v' and a few 
parameters of ,r, depending only on the choice of two of the line sizes of ,r). This 
r~tther striking result, also proved by Leonard [9], strengthens a theorem of 
Buekenhout and Deherder [3] showing that, for a given ,r having at least wo line 
sizes, there is only a finite number of ,r-spaces. 
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Theorem ,5. Let ~r be a linear space having at least two line sizes k and 1. Let nkk 
denote the number of ordered pairs (B~, B~) of distinct and intersecting lines of size 
k and n~ denote the number of pairs (Bk, Bt) of intersecting lines of size k and I 
respectively. Then the number of points of a rr-space is 
v=v '  +(v ' - l ) (v ' -k )  b[~b'~kl + n~:b~l-n~ab[~k (2.3) 
n~b[~k(v'- k ) -  n~b~l(v'-  l) " 
q~us v is determined uniquely by v', k, l, b/~, b~, n~, n~, n,, where k, l ~ K, k¢: I. 
Since the right hand side is not symmetric in k and I, we get iKJ(IKI- 1) equalities, 
which are very restrictive conditions on the parameters of w. It is tempting to 
conjecture that there is no ~r-space having more than two line sizes, but we have 
no proof of this. 
The proof of (2.3) uses 
Lemma 1. In any ,,,r-space containing at least two line sizes, the following hold: 
(1) vrkr~ = pn~t for every k, l e K, k # l. 
(2) vrk(rk -- 1) = pnkk for every k ~ K. 
(3) b; l (v ' - l )= L~r  (k - l )nk l  for every k, l~ K, k~ l. 
(4) nk~ ~: 0 for every k, l ~ K, k ¢= l, i.e., rr contains at least two intersecting lines of 
size equal respectively to k and I. 
(5) If" k ~ K and nkk = ~3, then n~ ~ 0 for every I e K, l ~ k, i.e., if rk = !, then r~ > 1 
]or every. I e K, l ~ k. This means that if the lines of size k are pairwise disjoint m lr, 
then for every line size 1 of or ( l ¢ k), there are at least two intersecting lines o[ size l 
i!n 7r. 
ProoL (1) and ¢2) are obtained by counting in two different ways the number of 
4-tuples (x, Bk, Bt, or) where x e Bk c ~r, x e B~ c ~r, and the number of 4-tuples 
(x, Bk, B~,, ~) where x ~ Bk c ~, x ~ B[,= or, Bk ~- B~. 
(3) is obtained by counting in two different ways the number of 4-tuples 
(Bl, x, y,B) with xEBIc  ~r, y~Bi and x, yeBc  or. 
(4) is deduced from (1) and from the fact that rk/> 1. 
In order to prove (5), suppose that there are k, 1 c K, k ~ l such that nkk = nn = 
0, which means that all lines of size k (resp. l) are disjoint in 7r (and also in S). By 
"[11eorem 1, rk = r~ = 1, and so nk: = v/p thanks to (1). But nk~ is an integer and 
Hanani [6] has proved that the number of points of a finite planar space is never 
greater than the number of its planes. Therefore p = v. This implies [6] that ~r is a 
projective plane or a ,degenerate projective plane, which contradicts the 
hypothesis. 
Proof ol Theorem 5. Counting in two different ways the number of 5-tuples 
(x, Bk, ,Ir, B ,  y)where XEBk='Ir and y~Blcw,  we get 
v-k  , v - l  
= bk~. (2.4) vrk ~ btl vrt u-~_- l ' 
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vr~b~l(v - k ) / (v ' -  k) =- pb[~kb~l. 
Multiplying (2.4) by ~k and using (1), we have 
vr2b~l(v - k )/( v ' -  k) = pn~b[~k(v - l ) / (v ' -  l). 
Subtracting these last two equalities, we get 
t~ k 
b~l = pn~t v~-~i b[,k - pb[~kb~! vr~(r~ - 1) v,_-7"_-- ~ 
Thanks to (2), 
v-k  , v - l  
n~ v-7~_k b~l = n~t v--~_ l b[~k - b~kb~l, 
[ ~.,~b~k( v - k ) -  n~btl(v - l) ]v = b[~kb ~l(v'-  l ) (v ' -  k) 
+ n~lkb[~(v'- k ) -  n~lkb'~(v'- l)
Let 
and 
~:  = nk~b[,k(v'- k ) -  nkkb~l(v'-- l)
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Corollm~" 5.1. I f  there is a 7r-space having at beast two liru; s~zes, then the. 
parameters of 1r saris[y, for every k, l ~ K (k :~ l), 
v' 12b~(nkl + nkk)-- k2b[~(nkt + nil)-- n~(l--  k)+ nunkk(l-  k) (2,6) 
b~l(nkt + n~k)-  b[,k(nkt + nl~) 
s t t i 2"  nkE[ b~k( v - k ) -  btl(v - l)]+ n~ k - l )  - n~.~b~l( v ' -  l) 
n, = - -  ne~(k - l)-- b[~k(v'- k) (2.7) 
~ = b;~kb~l(v' - l ) (v ' -  k) + nk~lkb[~(v' - k ) -  nkklkb~(v'- l). 
The precedi~g equality may be written 
~::v =/3k. (2.5) 
.The theorera will be proved if we show that akl~ 0. Suppose ak~ = 0, that is 
nk~b[~k(v'-k) = nkkb~l(v'-l). Then . 
~,~ -- b[~b~kl(v'- k ) (v ' -  l)+ nk~kb[,(v'- k ) ( l -  k) 
= 0 by (2.5) 
Thereto~c b~l (v ' - l )+nkt ( l -k )=O,  and so nk l (k - l )=b~l ( 'd - l )>~nk~(k -1)  
thanks ,~,3 (3). Since nk~ 0 by (4), we have k -  1/> k -  1, that is l ~ 1, which is 
impossiL,l~', since a line has at least two points. We conclude that v = ~kdakK, from 
which (2.3) follows easily. 
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lh~f .  v =/3kdakz =/3~dalk yields 
(b~b~k| + .,:...~b~l - nkzb[,k ) (n lkb~l (v ' -  l) - vntb[~k(v'-  k )) 
= (b~b~lk + nubkk . . . . . .  - n~kbll)(nk~bkk(v - k ) -  nkkb l l (v  -- l)). 
After simplification, we get 
(a) nl~nkk (k  - l) - b~k(v '  -- k)] 
= nkt [b 'kk (v ' -  k)  - b ' r l (v ' -  l)] + n~,t(k - 1 ) -  nkkb'tl(v'--  I). 
But nkk(k  -- l )--  b [ ,k (v ' -  k )  < n~:k(k - 1) -  b~k(v'---  k) <0 thanks to equality (3) of 
Lemma 1, and so the coe~cient of n~ is non zero, which gives (2.7). 
(b) v'[b~k(nkl  + nil)-- b'll(nkl + nkk)] 
'~  2 r2  21  = nkknt~(k - l) + nkl(bkk -- bll )+ nkz~l-- k )+ nllb'kk 2 -  nkkb'lF. 
Suppose that the coefficient of v' is zero. Then 
b~l¢(nkl + nl~) = b] l (n~ + n~) .  
Thanks to (1) and (2) in Lemma 1, 
b~k(r~r~ + r~(r~ - 1)) = b~l(r~r~ + r~(rk -- 1)), 
b~,kr~(rk 4- r~ - 1) = b]Iv~ (r~ + r~ - 1). 
Since rk ~ i and r~ t> 1, we have rk + r~ -- 1 ¢: 0, and so pb'~kr~ = pb[Ir~. 
Counting in two different ways the number of 4-tuples (~r, Bk, x, B0 with 
x~Bk ~ zr, x~B~,  we get 
pb[,kr~ = vr~r~(v - k ) / (v ' -  k ). 
Therefore, the preceding relation is equivalent t¢.> (v - k )/( v ' -  k)  = (v  - l ) l (v ' -  l) 
O~" 
v(k - l )=v ' (k - l ) .  
Since k ~ l by hypott-esis, we have v = v', which contradicts the assumption that S 
is nontrivial. Theref¢~re the coefficient of v' is non zero, and (2.6) is proved. 
Corollary ~.2. I f  ~ has at least two line sizes,  then a ¢r-space S conta ins  no proper 
7r-subspace. 
Indeed, zr determines uniquely the number of points of a 7r-space. Thus ~he 
only ~-spaces trictly contained in S are necessarily trivial, that is are the planes 
of S. 
3. Some ~amHie~ o! linear sp:~ces ~ for which there is no ~r-spaee 
Leonard [8] proved that if ~r contains a point lying on all the lines of size 
greater than two and on no line of size two, then there is no ~r-space. This result 
will be a corollary of Theorems 6 and 7 below. 
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I.,emaml 2 (Leonard [8]). (1) There are no integers A > B ;>--2 such that 
1) 
(2) There are no integers A>B~>2,  C>D~>2 such that 
A B C O A+C B;D)  
. 
Prowl. Straightforward computation. 
"lrl~e~a,rem 6. Let ~r be a linear space and let K '  be a subset of If., containing at least 
two distinc~ line sizes of ~r. If  there is a point x o f  ~r such thai for every pair {L, L'} of 
lines whose sizes belong to K', the lines L and L' are disjoint or intersect in x, then 
there is no .a-space. 
la~l'll~llf. ~'f k 'z K', let rLx denote the number o:Y lines of  size k lying in the plane ~r 
and coataining the point x. Note ~.hat for every k, l ~ K '  (k¢: l), there is a line of k 
points b~er~ecting a line of I points if and o~lly if r/,,~ >~ 1 and r;,~ ~ 1. Thanks to 
Lemma i,  w,~ know that nk~ ~ 0, which proves that r~,.~ 1 for every k ~ K'. 
In the pta'~e ~r, x ~ the only point where the lines of size belonging to K'  
intersect, and there are at least two such lines since IK'I ~ 2. We shall call x a top 
of ~r. f3:h~e.n a set K '  satisfying the above hypothesis, a plane ¢r has only one top. 
If rL., = 1 (k e K'), there is no pair of line,,; of size k intersecting in It, and so 
there is nc such pair in a ~r-space S, hence !~ = 1. 
, . t  On the o~her hand, if r~>2,  then rk>Jk,x. Indeed, if rk=r'k,~, i.e. if the 
number o~? lines of size k through the top of a plane is equal to the number of 
lines of s~ze k through every point of S, then every point of S is the top of exactly 
one plane and the number v of points of S is equal to the number p of planes of 
S, which ~x~plies, by [6], that S is a planar spat~ all of whose planes are projective 
planes or degenerate projective planes. This contradicts the hypothesis on ~r. 
Let k ,~~K'  (kT~l). 
(a) If ~'L. and rL~ >/2, a point x of S is the. top of 
plane~,. Since -' ' ~ "~ • k,~, r l . . . ,  we have rx > rL~, rl > rI, x, which contradicts Lemma 2. 
(b) i[f rLx = 1, a point x of S is the top of 
(rq/(r;.q (r,+ r ) 
211\2]=\  2 l i t  "2 l 
r t planes, which contradicts Lemma 2, except ff r~.~ = ri, but in this case rl.~ = r~ = 1 = 
rk, which contradicts Lemma 1. 
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Theorem 7. I f  a l inear space *r is the union of  its lines of  size k > 2, all intersecting 
in a point x and if  *r has at leasJr one line o f  two points, then there is no ,r-space. 
In particular, *r cannot be the union of two intersecting lines of the same size 
k > 2, or more generally the union of lines of size k > 2, all intersecting in x, the 
other lines having size two. But Theorem 7 rules out many other cages, for 
example the space represented in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
Proof of TEee~m 7. Let Bk be a line of I¢ points in S. Counting in two different 
ways the number of triples (x, B~, y) with x eBk  N B~ and x7 ~ y eBb, we find 
k(rk. - 1)(k - 1) = v - k. The right hand side is obtained by noticing that, given Bk 
and y~ Bk, x is uniquely determined since it is the top of the plane (y, Bk}, and B~ 
is also uniquely determined since it is the line (x, y). The above equality may be 
written 
v -2  = rkk(k - 1) - (k  - 1) 2 -  1 (3.1) 
Lel B:, be a line of two points in S and let y e B2. In every plane containing B2, 
the point y is on exactly one line of k points. Thus tbe number of planes 
containing B2 is rk = (v - 2)/(v' - 2). But the hypothesis implies that the number of 
points in a plane is v' = 1 + b;,(k - 1), and so 
v-2  = rk(b~(k - 1)-  1) (3.2) 
Subtracting (3.1) from (3.2) and solving with respect o b~ yields 
rkk (k -1 ) - (k -1 )2+r~- I  (k -  l)2--(rk-- 1) 
b~--: - k  
rk(k - l) rk(k - 1) 
Since hl is an integer, we have k -  1 I rk -  1 and (k -1 ) / ( rk -1 )< i. But 
k -1  rk -1  
b 'k = k - +- - - -  
rk rk(k-  1) 
where (k - -  l)/rk < 1 and (rk - l ) / rk(k - 1)< 1 and so 
b~=k and r~- - l=(k -1 )  2. 
The rmmber of planes whose top is a certain point x of S is 
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which must be an integer. Thus k(k -1 )  l rk ( rk - l )=(k2-2k+2) (k -1 )  2, from 
which we deduce that k I :~: a contradiction. 
'llaeorem 8 (Brouwer [1]). I f  ~r is a linear space with exactly two line sizes k and 1, 
if the lines of size k are pairwise disjoint and if S is a nontrivial ~r-space, then S is 
the union of two skew lines of size k and its planes are degenerate projective, planes 
of k + 1 points. 
Proof. The use of Theorem 5 allows us to shorten a little bit the proof given by 
Brouwer. Since the lines of size k are pairwise disjoint, nkk = 0 and Theorem 5 
yields 
v-v '=(v ' -~ l )  b~l-nkl ~ i.e., v- l  b~l 
nk~ U ' -- l nkl 
Counting in two ways the number of triples (Bk, x, Bi) where x E Bk N '3z, B:, U B~ 
• r yields nl~l = 5~k(v ' -  k) / ( l -  1) and so 
v - ~ b~l ( l  - 1) 
v'-- f =~ b~k(v ' -  k)" (3.3) 
Count i~  in two different ways the number of ordered pairs of points in a plane 
it, we get v ' ( r ' - l )=  b~l ( l -1)+b~k(k-1) .  Therefore, equality (3.3) may be 
written 
v -- l ~_- (v ' -  k)(v' + k - 1) -  (b~- 1)k(k - 1) 
(3.4) 
r~' . i b~k(v ' -  k) 
NOW we co~isid,t~r two  cast~s: 
Case 1. S ,:l~;es not contain two skew lines of different sizes. 
Suppose first that v '~  k+2.  Consider a line Bk of size k in S and two distinct 
planes ir and ~r' containing Bk. Let x~Tr--Bk and Y~,Y2~w'--Bk with y j~y~. 
Each of the ]~l~es (x, y~) and (x, Y2) is skew to Bk and so (x, Yl) and (x, Y2) have 
size k, whic~ contradicts the fact that all the lines of size k are pairwise disjoint. 
We conclt~de ~hat v' = k + 1 and ~r is a degenerate projective plane. By Theorem 
5, v = 2k z~5 S is obviously the union of two skew lines of size k. 
Case 2~ S contains two skew lines Bk and B, of different sizes. 
We want ~¢, show that b~ = 1. Suppose on the contrary that b~,> 1. (v - l)/(v'-- l) 
being an integer, (3.4) implies that v ' -k [ (b ; , -1 )k (k -1 )  and, since b~> 1~ it 
follows that 
v' ~ k + (b;~- 1)k(k - 1) = b~k ~-  k(b;:- 1) - k(k - 1) (3.5) 
On the other hand, (v - l ) / (v ' - l )>~k since B~ is contained in at least I; distinct 
planes and (v -  l I (v' - - I )~ (v'+ k -  l)lb~k is a consequence of (3.4). From these 
two inequalities, we deduce that 
b~k 2 -  k + 1 <~ ~' (3.6) 
which is in contradiction with (3.5). 
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Since b~ = 1, (3.4) becomes 
v - l  v '+k-1  (3.7) 
v ' - I  = k " 
and so k [ v ' -  1. Let 
v' = kn + 1 (3.8) 
If n °~ 1, ~r is a degenerate projective plane and we know that in this case a 
~r-space cannot contain two skew lines of different sizes, a contradiction. There- 
fore n t>2, and (3.7) and (3.8) yield 
v -____kk = n + 1 q __nk - nl (3.9) 
v ' -k  nk -k  + l " 
Suppose k > I. Then n + 1 < (v - k ) / (v ' -  k )  < n + 1 + n l (n  - 1) and so 
(v  - k ) / (v ' -  k) = n +2. (3.10) 
From (3.9) and (3.10), we deduce that k = nl + 1, i.e. n = (k  - 1)/ l  which, together 
with (3.8). yields l ( v ' -1 )  = k(k - 1). Substituting these last two relations in (3.10) 
gives 
lZ (v -  1) = (k - 1)(k 2 -  k-  12+ I + lk)  (3.21) 
Since the lines of size k are pairw~se disjoint, we have r~ = !, so the lines of size 
k form a partition of S and k I v. Then, from (3.11), - I  2~ - t - / z+/ )  (mod k), that 
is 
1(2t -  1)--0 (mod k). 
But k = n l+ 1 implies (k, l )= 1, and so 21-1- - -0  (mod k), which is impossible 
since n I> 2 and k I> 21 + 1. This proves that k < I. 
Since ~r contains only one line of k points, there, ~s a point of ~r which lies on 
lir~.s of ~ize l only, and so v ' -  1 ~0 (mod l - 1). Tht:re is also a point of ~r lying on 
the unique line of size k, all other lines through this point being of size l, and so 
v ' -k~O (mod l -1 ) .  By subtractir.~g these congruences, we get k - l -0  
(mod l ~- 1), which contradicts k < ! 
4. ~-spaces with 'small' planes 
Buekenhout and Deherder [3] have listed some of the possible parameters of 
w-spaces where ~" has at most 11 points, is not a degenerate projective plane and 
has at least two line sizes. Using the relations tated in Section 2 and a computer, 
wc have listed the possible parameters v', k , l  . . . . .  b~, b] . . . . .  nu, nu . . . . .  
v, p, p~, rk, r~ . . . .  of ~r-spaces where 7r has at most 17 points, is not a degenerate 
prc.jective plane and has at least two line sizes. A similar computation has been 
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done when ¢r has at most 40 points, under the additional assumption that ~r has 
exactly two line sizes (which does not seem to be a very strong assumption since 
Theorem 5 lea~Lq us to believe that or-spaces having more than two line sizes 
probably do not exist at all). 
Theorem 9. Let ¢r be a linear space having at leaL~t two line sizes (degenerate 
projective planes are excluded). 
l[ IK I~3 and I~rl~<17, there is no It-space. 
1[ [KI=2 and [~r[~<40, a ~r-sl~ace has only lines of size 2 and 3, and the 
parameters v', b;, b~, na3~ n32, n22, v, p, p~, r3, r2 are given in Table 1 below. 
Table 1 
u' b~ b~ n33 r132 n22 v P Px r3 r2 
7 4 9 ~2 24 42 47 517 77 12 22 
12 12 3~ 84 156 288 1002 803270 9620 260 48~ 
13 10 48 34 192 672 453 55719 ~599 82 288 
19 14 ~29 78 516 3354 563 30965 1045 66 430 
19 40 51 6~0 600 534 291 4365 285 100 90 
This shows fc~r instance that among all linear spaces of 9 points, less than one 
percent can ~:e the planes of a ~r-space. Indeed, among the 384 nonisomorphic 
linear spaces o~ 9 points, the only admissible ones are, besides the degenerate 
projective p!~ne, the S(2, k, 9) with k<9,  that is the affine plane of order 3 and 
the trivial li~eac zpace in which all lines have t~o points. 
For each set ~Jf paramete~ v', b~, b-~, n33, n32, n22 given above we have checked 
that there is at ~ea~t one linear space lr having these parameters. The classification 
of all linear s'(~:~ces ~rcolTespo.~ding to a given set of parameters can be made 
easier by uzing the parameters u~, which count the number of points belonging to 
exactly ~ lines of size three in ~r. In the first case Of = 7), th~ only 'possibilities are 
ue=O, u1=3, u2=3, u3=l  and uo=l,  u~=O, u2=6, u3=O, corresponding 
respectively to the linear spaces ~r~ and ~r2 (Fig. 1). 
Note that, by Theorem 3, p~.~=33, p~.2=33, p~.3=l l  (respectively 
P~.0 = 11, P~.2 = 66). In particular, if the unique point which is on 3 (respectively 0)
lines of size 3 in these two planes is called the top of the plane, then each point of 
S is the top o~ exactly 11 planes. 
R.H.F. Denniston [4] and J. Kahn [7] have proved independently that Ir2 has to 
be eliminated. We shall say that two points of S are adjacent if the line containing 
these two points is of size 3. 
Lemma 3. If S is a ~r2-space, then for every line (x, y) of s':.ze two in S, there are 
exactly 3 planes containing this line and having the point x as top. 
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Prootf. Consider a pair of non adjacent points x and y. In each of the 9 planes 
containing the line (x, y), there is exactly one point z which is neither adjacent o 
x nor to 5,, and so there are exactly 9 points which are neither adjacent o x nor to 
y. As there are altogether 21 points distinct from y and non adjacent o x, the 
number of poin:s which are non adjacent to x and adjacent o y is equal to 
21-9= 12, and this number is independent from the ordered pair (x, y) of non 
adjacent points. Since each point non adjacent o x a1~d adj~cent to y generates a 
unique plane having x as top and since in every plane of top x containing (x, y) 
there are exactly 4 points non adjacent o x and adjacent to y, the number of such 
p~anes is 12/4 = 3. 
Theorem 10 (Denniston and Kahn). There is no ,r2-space. 
The following proof is due to J. Kahn. 
Let x be a point of S and let us consider the set A~ consisting of the 22 points 
non adjacent o x. In the plane ~r2, if a point is ~'tonadjacent to two points y and z, 
then it is nonadjacent to all the points of the line (y, z); therefore Ax is a linear 
subspace of S. Each line of size 3 in A., gene~Tates with x a plane of top x and 
every plane of top x determines exactly 4 line's of size 3 in Ax. Therefore the 
number of lines of size 3 in A~ is "tl ×4=44.  
Let y be a point of A~. Every line of size 3 in, Ax passing through y generates 
with x a plane of top x containing y, and such a plane contains exactly two lines of 
size 3 through y. Thus, by Lemma 3, the number of lines of size 3 in Ax passing 
through y Js i:adependent from y and is 2 x 3 = 6. In a linear subspace of S, two 
lines of size 3 intersecting in y generate a plane containing two other lines of size 
3 not containing y, each of them containing at least two points of this subspace. 
These two lines are therefore contained entirely in this subspace. 
We now fax y in A~ and call A~ the set consisting of y and the 12 points of Ax 
adjacent to y. Since each pair of lines of size 3 in A~ passing through y 
determines exactly two lines of ~,ize 3 in Ax not passing through y and since each 
of these lines corresponds to only one of these pairs, the number of lines of size 3 
in A, containing at least two points of A~ is 6+(~)2=36. Every point, of A~y 
being on 6 of the lines already counted, the 44-  36 = 8 other lines of size 3 in A~ 
are contained ir~ the linear subspace A~-A~ consisting of 22 -13  = 9 points. 
There is a point of A~-A~,. belonging to at least three of these 8 lines, 
otherwise, by counting the number of pairs (z, B 3} where z ~B3cA~-A~,  we 
~.ould get 8 × 3 ~<9 × 2, a contradiction. But we have seen that the existence of 
three concurrent lines of size 3 in a linear subspace c.f S implies the existence of at 
least 2(~) other lines of size 3 in this subspace. Therefore A~-A~y contains at 
least 3 + 6 = 9 lines of size 3, a contradiction. 
We do not know whether there exists a 7rt-space, but such a space S would be 
;ather 'regular' with respect o the lines of size 2: the arrangement of the 9 planes 
containing a line of size 2 is independent from the choice of this line. 'We shall say 
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that a point x belonging to a plane of S is of degree 1, 2 or 3 in ~r according as it 
belongs to exactly 1, 2 or 3 l~nes of 3 point.'i contaiued in lr. 
Theorem U.  Let S be a ¢q-space. I f  x and y are two non adjacent points of $, then 
the set of all points which are not adjacent o x or to y is partitioned into 
3 pairs of points colginear with x, generating with y a plane in which y is o[ degree 
2 and x of degree 1 ; 
3 pairs of points collinear with y, generating with x a plane in which x is o[ degree 
2 and y of degree 1; 
3 points which are each the top of the plane that they generate with x and y. 
lh~of. Let z be a point of S. Let Ax (resp. Bx) denote the set of all points of S 
which are no,aadjacent (resp. adjacent) to x. We distinguish several types of pairs 
of points of A~, according to the degrees of x, y and z in the plane (x, y, z,~: the 
pair {y, z) is sT.id to be of type a (resp. of type/3, of type 3,) if the degrees of x, y 
and z in <z, y z) are 2, 1, 1 (resp. 1, 1, 1; 1, 2, 2). If y is a point of A~, we shall 
denote by m, (resp. m s, m~) the number of pans of points of A~ containing y and 
of type a (re, s:~./3, ~/). We shall prove that these numbers m~, m s and m, do not 
depend on the pair {x, y} of non adjacent points. 
In every p[a~e containing x, a point y non adjacent to x belongs to exactly one 
pair of type a, 3 or 3'. The number of planes containing the line {x, y} is therefore 
If y is h~ ",: pair {y, z} of type a, then y does not belong to any other pair of 
points of A~ c~.,ntained in the plane (x, y, z), but if y belongs to a pair of type/3 or 
3', then y b¢l~,ngs to exactly three pairs of points of A~ contained in the plane 
(x, y, z). The number of pairs c.f points in A~ containing the point y is therefore 
m~ + 3m~ + 3~;~ = 21. 
Finally, ~f y belongs to a pair {y, z} of type a or/3, then y is on exactly one line 
of 3 points c~)ntained in the pla~e (x, y, z), and if y belongs to a pair {y, z} of type 
7, then y i,~; o~ exactly two lines of 3 points contained in the plane (x, y, z). Since x 
and any ~iue of size 3 passing through y generate a plane, the number of lines of 
size 3 tb~'ov~,h y is m~+m~+2m~ = 12. 
From these three relations, we deduce m~ = m s = m~ = 3. Given two nonadja- 
cent poirats x and y, this makes it possible to compute thee number of points in the 
intersection of any two of the sets A~, B~, Ay and By : we find 
!A~ (3A~I = 12, [A~f3B:~]=]Ayf3B~[=9, IB~ f3B~] = 15. 
The theorem follows easily from these results, remembering that three points non 
adjacent to a point x cannot be collinear and that no plane contains more than 4 
points of degree greater than one. 
We shall prove in another paper that a ~r~-space is rigid, i.e. has no other 
automorphism than the identity. 
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